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The paper illustrates the potential of fuzzy logic and approximate reasoning in ex ante project appraisal where projects 

are characterised in terms of multiple environmental factors or impacts. 

1 Introduction 
It is well known that major physical development projects, such as land-use and transportation proposals, frequently have 

significant positive and negative impacts on the social, economic, and biophysical environment. Projects are thus 

multidimensional, that is, characterised in terms of multiple impacts or factors. Further, projects commonly have strong 

distributive consequences and thereby engender multiple and often conflicting political and social interests. For example, 

various alternative route alignments (projects) might be characterised along such dimensions as 'construction cost', 'travel

time saved', 'social disruption', 'noise impact', 'air quality impact', etc. Different community groups will have varying 

concerns regarding these different dimensions. Adjacent residents, for example, may be concerned primarily with noise 

and air quality impacts and possible dislocation while commuters may well be more responsive to travel-time saved and 

the possibility of decreasing journey-to-work times. State and local authorities involved in the route selection process may 

well be predominantly concerned with efficient network operation and the construction and maintenance costs of 

alternative routes. 

In addition, development projects involve considerable uncertainty. For example, in the route alignment context, 

uncertainty commonly surrounds the likely magnitude and spatial and temporal extent of impacts, the values of interest 

groups and stakeholders, etc. Uncertainty arises from a variety of sources, including inadequate knowledge of physical 

systems and human values, limited data availability, inherent randomness, vague and imprecise measurement, etc. 

Increasingly, sustainability-oriented project appraisal is gaining acceptance [1,2]. Sustainable development is that 'which 

meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs' [3]. Though 

this broad definition is appealing, operationalisation of the concept of sustainable development and its incorporation into 

project appraisal is far from easy, though some progress has been made in this direction [2,4]. However, assessment of the 

effects of projects on ecological systems and natural resources plays a pivotal role in sustainabilty-oriented project 

appraisal. 

The ex ante appraisal of physical development projects and discrimination between them presents difficult problems for 

planners, engineers, and decision-makers. Numerous formal methods have been developed for project appraisal where 
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projects are characterised in terms of multiple environmental factors or impacts (for example, [5,6,7,8]). Some of these 

methods have attempted to explicitly acknowledge the uncertainty inherent in project appraisal, though uncertainty has 

been commonly characterised in statistical terms [6,7] . Recently, however, methods based on fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic 

have been proposed which also explicitly acknowledge uncertainty and imprecision, though characterised non-statistically. 

Fuzzy methods facilitate qualitative or soft expressions of project performance, for example, 'moderate' wildlife impact or 

'high' cost. Smith [9] examined some applications of discrete fuzzy sets in the context of environmental project appraisal 

and presented one such approach based on fuzzy numbers [9, 10]. 

This paper presents a method of project appraisal involving multiple conditional propositions or implications where 

antecedents are environmental impacts or factors and the consequent is a measure of satisfaction associated with those 

impacts or factors. The method is based on aspects of fuzzy logic and approximate reasoning both of which are based on 

fuzzy sets. 

2 Fuzzy sets 
A fuzzy set is a set with unsharp or ill-defined boundaries. A fuzzy set A in a set X (a collection of objects, universe of 

discourse or base set, denoted generically by x) is characterised by a membership function, A(x), that assumes values in 

the [0,1] interval (membership space) [11,12]. A simplified representation of a fuzzy set A when X is finite is A= I:A(x)lx 

where the sigma notation indicates .union rather than sum. The term fuzzy subset has been advanced as more appropriate 

since the reference set, X, will not be fuzzy [13]. Classical or crisp sets assume values in the membership space {0,1 }. 

A primary application of fuzzy subsets is to convey the meaning of a concept, for example, the concept 'cold' as a fuzzy 

subset of the set of temperatures [14]. Fuzzy subsets may be used to represent linguistic values. Given a variable V, such 

as income, let X be the set of values that V can assume (universe of discourse). Often, only an imprecise value for V is 

available such as, for example, 'low' income, or 'about $25,000'. For example, in a universe of discourse X= {$10000, 

$15000, $20000, $25000, $30000, $35000, $40000}, the linguistic value 'low' (income) may be represented by the fuzzy 

subset low= { 1.0110000,0.85115000, 0.75120000,0.50125000, 0.40130000,0.30135000, 0.10140000}. 

Certain operations may be carried out to aggregate fuzzy subsets [11 ,12,13,14]. If A and B are two fuzzy subsets defined 

on base set X, then the intersection (conjunction) , C =An B, of A and B is defined as the largest fuzzy subset contained 

in both A and B. The membership function of xEC is given as C(x) = A(x) 1\ B(x) where a 1\ b = min[a, b]. The union 

(disjunction), D =A u B, of A and B is defined as the fuzzy subset containing both A and B. The membership function of 

xED is given as D(x) = A(x) V B(x) where a V b = max[a, b] . The complement or negation of a fuzzy subset A, Ac or 'A, 

is a set with membership values 1 - A(x). The intersection and union operations assume that A and B are defined on the 

same base set. 

Given two base sets, X and Y, let A be a fuzzy subset of X. The cylindric (or cylindrical) extension of A to X x Y 
A A 

(denoted A) is defined as a fuzzy subset of X x Y such that A(x,y) = A(x) [14]. Further, if B is a fuzzy subset defined on 
A A A 

Y, then the intersection of A and B is C = A n B and C(x,y) = A(x) 1\ B(y), where B(x,y) = B(y). Afuzzy relation is a 

fuzzy subset defined on the Cartesian product of base sets [14]. The fuzzy relation, R, defined on X x Y has membership 
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function, R(x,y), representing the degree to which xEX, yEY belong toR. The cylindric extension, A above, is a relation 

defined on X x Y. 

The implication operation, 'if A then B' or A~B in fuzzy set theory is defined in a variety of ways [15,16], for example, R 

=A-B=R=A n B =AxB,R(x,y)=A(x)f\B(y)[17];R=A-B=...,A Ell B =...,AxYeXxB,where•A= 
A 

..,A x Y and B =X x B, Ell denotes the bounded sum (aeb = min{ 1, a+b}) and R(x,y) = 1 f\ (1- A(x) + B(y)); and 

R =A-B= (.,A x Y) u (X x B) and R(x,y) = (1- A(x)) V B(y). 

The point value of a fuzzy subset A= L,A(x)lx is given by 

1 arrux 
R:A) = - J :M(Ax)da 

arrnx 
0 

where etmax is the maximum grade of membership of A and Aa. is the alpha level set of A. An alpha level set is a crisp set 

Aa. = {xiA(x) ~et} [18,19]. M(Aa.) is the mean value of Aa.. The point value 'defuzzifies' the fuzzy subset A. For example, 

let X= { 1, 2, 3} and let A= { 1.011, 0.712, 0.113} be a fuzzy subset of X. Then for 0 <et!> 0.1, Aa. = { 1, 2, 3}, M(Aa.) = 6/3 

= 2. For 0.1 <et~ 0.7, Aa. = { 1, 2}, M(Aa) = 3/2 = 1.5 and for 0.7 <et~ 1.0, Aa = { 1} and M(Aa) = 111 = 1. Then, since 

etmux = 1, 

F(A) 
0.1 

= J2da + 
0 

0.7 
J 3/2da + 

0.1 

1 

J1da 

0.7 

= 2(0.1) + (3 I 2)(0.6) + 1(0.3) = 1.4 

Thus F(A) = 1.4 is the point value of fuzzy subset A. 

3 Fuzzy logic and approximate reasoning 
Fuzzy logic [20,21 ,22,23] relaxes the requirement of classical logic for propositions to be absolutely 'true' or absolutely 

'false'. Truth values are expressed as the values of a linguistic variable 'truth' which may assume linguistic values such as 

'true', 'false', 'not true', 'very true', etc. The base set of the linguistic variable 'truth' is the unit interval [21]. Fuzzy logic is 

the logic of approximate reasoning and holds the same relationship to approximate reasoning as does classical, two-valued 

logic to precise reasoning. Fuzzy logic allows inferences even though the predicates that are supposed to be satisfied are 

only approximately satisfied. Approximate reasoning is the process or processes by which a possible imprecise conclusion 

is deduced from a collection of imprecise premises [21]. A commonly used approach to inference in approximate 

reasoning is the compositional rule of inference (CRI) [14,23,24]. 

In traditional logic, one of the most important inference rules is modus ponens, that is 
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Here A and B are crisply defined propositions. Fuzzy propositions may be constructed using fuzzy subsets and their 

introduction into modus ponens yields generalised modus ponens (GMP). Let A, A0, B, B0 be fuzzy subsets. Then GMP is 

as follows 

PREMISE 
IMPLICATION 

CONCLUSION 

VisAo 
If V is A then U is B 

U isBo 

Here V and U are linguistic variables which assume linguistic values represented by fuzzy subsets (A, A0 for V, and B, Bo 

for U). In order to perform the above GMP, inference is based on a fuzzy implication and the CRI. A fuzzy implication or 

conditional proposition ('If V is A then U is B') is represented as A-B, where A is a fuzzy subset of X and B is a fuzzy 

subset of Y, and defined by a fuzzy relation R, a fuzzy subset of the Cartesian product X x Y. A fuzzy relation may be 

represented by a matrix. One of the most common forms of implication is based on the minimum operator, R(x,y) = A(x) 1\ 

B(y), xEX, yEY. Other implications are, for example, the boolean implication, R(x,y) = (I - A(x)) V B(y) and the 

arithmetic rule, R(x,y) = 1 1\ (1 - A(x) + B(y)) [11]. The implication based on the minimum operator does not yield the 

implication of traditional propositionallogic when A(x), B(y)E { 0, I}, as does, for example, the boolean implication and the 

arithmetic rule. 

If R is a fuzzy relation from X to Y, and A0 is a fuzzy subset of X and Bo is a fuzzy subset of Y, then B0 = A0 o R. In order 

to interpret GMP, the CRI is used. The most commonly used method is the max-min composition in which B0 is computed 

by the max-min product of Ao and R, that is, B0(y) = maxxEX min(A0(x),R(x,y)). If A is a normal fuzzy subset (that is, there 

exists at least one point xEX such that A(x) = 1), then when R =A-B is represented as R =A n B =A x B, R(x,y) = 

A(x) 1\ B(y) and A0 =A, observe that Bo = Ao o (A-B)= B as an exact identity. However, if other forms of implication are 

used (e.g. the arithmetic rule) then it is often the case that B0 = A0 o (A-B) * B; that is, the resultant fuzzy subset, B0, is 

not exactly B [25]. 

A more general situation involving two antecedents is 'If V 1 is A1 and V2 is A2 then U is B' where A~o A2, and Bare fuzzy 
A A 

subsets of Xt. X2, and Y, respectively. Then A= At n A 2 is defined on X= X1 x X2 and the implication R =A-B is the 

fuzzy relation from X to Y. At. A2 are the cylindric extensions of At. A2, respectively. Given 'V1 is A01 and V2 is A02', 

where Aot and Ao:~. are fuzzy subsets of X 1 and X2, respectively, then the conclusion is B0 = A0 oR, where B0 is a fuzzy 

subset of Y and A0 =Aot nA02. Note that it is also possible to combine propositions disjunctively as, for example, in 'If 

V1 is At or V2 is A2 then U is B' where At. A2, and Bare fuzzy subsets of X~o X2, and Y, respectively. Then A= At u A 2 

is defined on X = X 1 x X2• 
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4 Multiple input, single output (MISO) systems 
GMP may be extended to systems of m multiple implications or conditional propositions, each with n antecedents, 

expressed as follows 

IfV1 is Au and V2 is Au ... Vn is Atn then U is B1 

also 
IfV1 is Azt and V2 is A22 ... Vn is Azn then U is Bz 

also 

IfV1 is Amt and V2 is Am2 ... Vn is Amn then U is Bm 

where An is a fuzzy subset of X~> A;2 is a fuzzy subset of X2, etc., and B; is a fuzzy subset of Y, and where 'also' is 

interpreted as 'and' or 'or' [26,27]. The conjunction of antecedents is given by An n A;2 n ... n A;n defined on X1 x X2 x 

... x X0 • Given 'V1 is Ao1 and V2 is Aoz and ... and Yn is Aon' such systems of conditional implications each with multiple 

antecedents and a single consequent are referred to in the fuzzy logic control context as multiple input, single output 

(MISO) systems [27]. 

Propositions, of generic form 'V is A', may be weighted to reflect their relative importance. For example, for conjunctions, 

A w = (1-w) V A, A w(x) = (1-w) V A(x), and for disjunctions Aw = w A A, Aw(x) = w A A(x) [28]. Thus for conjunctions, 

when w = 0, A0(x) = 1 and A is neutral, and when w = 1, A1(x) = A(x) and the weight has no effect. For disjunctions, when 

w = 0, A0(x) = 0 and A is neutral, and when w = 1, A1(x) = A(x) and the weight has no effect. 

In the MISO system, if each Xi (j=1 , ... ,n) has cardinality (number of elements) g, then X = X1 x X2 x ... x Xn has 

cardinality g". Further, if Y has cardinality h, then R has cardinality g"h. For example if Y and each base set Xi have 10 

elements, then for n = 5, X has g" = 105 elements and R defined on X x Y has g"h = 106 elements. Thus when each 

linguistic variable Vi is defined on a different base set, the computational demands of the MISO system can be excessive. 

5 Example of the CRI method 
Consider the appraisal of low-cost, non-capital-intensive transportation projects assessed against three factors G1 

(congestion measured as volume/capacity ratio), G2, (peak hour bus speed measured in miles per hour), and G3 (air 

pollution measured in parts per million of carbon monoxide). This example is derived from a data set given by Kuner [29]. 

For simplicity of calculation, let the conditional propositions (or fragments of information [18]) be as follows 

d1: lfV1 is low and V2 is high then U is satisfactory. 

d2 : If V 1 is low and V 2 is high and V 3 is very _low then U is very _satisfactory. 

d3: lfV1 is not_low then U is unsatisfactory. 

Here, d; (i=1,2,3) denote the conditional propositions referred to as fragments of imprecise information [18]. V~o V2, and V3 

represent linguistic variables associated with factors Gb G2, and G3, respectively. Note that not all conditional propositions 

contain all factors. The values assumed by these linguistic variables are represented by fuzzy subsets. Let the base sets be 
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as follows X1 = {0.5, 0.75, 1.0}, X2 = {5, 10, 15}, and X3 = {7, 8, 9} for factors G" G2 and G3, respectively. Let fuzzy 

subsets of X1, X2, and X3, respectively be defined as low= { 1.010.5, 0.510.75, 0.111.0} for congestion, high= {0.115, 0.5110, 

1.0115} for bus speed, and low = { 1.017, 0.518, 0.119} for air pollution. Then fuzzy subsets are defined as not_low = 

{0.010.5, 0.510.75, 0.911.0} for congestion and very_low = { 1.017, 0.2518, 0.0119} for air pollution. 

Let Y = {0.0, 0.1, ... , 1.0} be the base set for satisfaction and let satisfactory be· defined as satisfactory = 
{satisfactory(y)ly} where satisfactory(y) = y, yEY. Very_satisfactory is defined as fuzzy subset satisfactory2 = 

{ satisfactory(y)21y} and unsatisfactory as •satisfactory = { (1 - satisfactory(y))ly} (see Figure 1 but note that the base set 

is {0, 0.1, ... , 1.0} and not the interval [0,1]). 

Figure 1 Linguistic Values of 'Satisfaction' 

0.8 

Satisfaction -.. --e-... S•tldactnry .. 0.6 ... -B- V ny S•li•f•ctory 
~ -e- ... airly Satidadory :a 
"' -9- UnliMlisfactory ... .. 

..c -a- F•irly U ns.th11factory 

8 0.4 
~ Purect .. 

~ 

0.2 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Satisfaction 

Then 'd;: If V is A; then U is B;' is a fuzzy implicational proposition which is translated into a fuzzy subset R; of X x Y, 

where X= X1 x X2 x X3 and R;(x,y) = (I - A;(x)) V B;(y). Also, A; = An n Ail nA;J. If a factor Gi is excluded from d; (as, 

for example, G3 in d1 and, G2 and G3 in d3), then A;j = { l.Oixi" l.Oixi2 , l.Oixil} where Xi= { xilt xi2, xil}. 

Conditional propositions are combined as R = R1 n R2 n R3 defined on X x Y where R(x,y) = /\i=l.2•3 R;(x,y). R (which is of 

dimension 27x11) is shown in Table 1. 
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0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 Ao 

1 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.00 0.10 

2 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.00 0.10 

3 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.00 0.01 

4 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.64 0.81 1.00 0.50 

5 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.75 0.81 1.00 0.25. 

6 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 0.01 

7 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.16 0.25 0.36 0.49 0.64 0.81 1.00 LOO 

8 0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.75 0.81 1.00 0.25 

9 0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 0.01 

10 0.90 0.90 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.10 

11 0.90 0.90 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 O.lO 

12 0.90 0.90 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.01 

13 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 

14 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.25 

15 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.01 

16 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 

17 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.25 

18 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.01 

19 0.90 0.90 0.80 0.70 '0.60 0.50 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.10 0. 10 

20 0.90 0.90 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.10 

21 0.90 0.90 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.01 

22 0.90 0.90 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.10 

23 0.90 0.90 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.10 

24 0.90 0.90 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.01 

25 0.90 0.90 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.10 

26 0.90 0.90 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.10 

27 0.90 0.90 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.01 

Table 1 R = R1 n R2 n R3 and A0 (right column) 

For a given project, the factors 0~. 0 2, 0 3 are expressed as 'V1 is Aot and V2 is Aoz and V3 is Ao3' where Aoj is a fuzzy 
A A A 

subset of Xj (j=1,2,3) indicating the performance of each project with respect to Oj. Thus A0 = A 01 n Aoz nAo3 
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(whereAoJ is the cylindric extension of AoJ) is a fuzzy subset of X. If the project is expressed as 'V1 is low and V2 is high 

and V3 is very_low' (see Table 1 -Column A0), then the satisfaction associated with the project is determined by the CRI, 

B0 = A0 oR, where B0(y) = maxxEx[Ao(x) 1\ R(x,y)] . In this case B0 = {0.510.0, 0.510.1, 0.510.2, 0.510.3, 0.510.4, 0.510.5, 

0.510.6, 0.510.7, 0.6410.8, 0.8110.9, 1.011.0}. This fuzzy subset is close to but not identical to very_satisfactory as indicated 

by fragment d2. The point value ofB0 is 0.7275 compared to the point value ofvery_satisfactory, 0.8575. IfV1 is not_low 

(implying that V2 and V3 are anything), then B0 = {0.910.0, 0.910.1, 0.810.2, 0.710.3, 0.610.4, 0.510.5, 0.510.6, 0.510.7, 0.510.8, 

0.510.9, 0.511.0}. This fuzzy subset is close to but not identical to unsatisfactory as indicated by fragment d3. The point 

value of Bo is then 0.3333, while the point value of unsatisfactory is 0.2250. 

6 Alternative methods 
One approach to overcoming the dimensionality of the resulting set X has been given in [27,30]. If 'also' is interpreted as 

'or', and each implication (represented by a fuzzy relation R1 (i = 1, ... ,m) between A1 (= ni=l,n A;j) and B1) is such that RiCx,y) 

= A;(x) 1\ B;(y) (xEX =XI X x2 X ••• X Xn, yEY) then Bo may be also represented as Bo = Uj=J ,m[nj=l.n(Aoj 0 R;j)} where R;j 

is a relation formed from the ith multiple conditional proposition by splitting it into n primitive conditional propositions of 

the form 'If Vi is A;J then U is B;'. Thus R;J is a relation between Au, a fuzzy subset of Xi and B;, a fuzzy subset of Y and 

Rij(xi,y) = A;j(xj) 1\ B;(y), xiEXi, yEY. Thus only mn sets of calculations are required. 

A simplification of the CRI given by Yager [18], essentially requires that X= {xi} be a single point and Y = { Yt. y2, ... , Yh} 

in which case 'If V is A then U is B' may be represented as, for example, R(x 1,y) = (1- A(xJ)) V B(y) or R(xt.y) = 1/\ (1-

A(x1) + B(y)), yEY, a one-dimensional relation. Given 'V is A0', then infer B0, where Bo(Y) = maxxex min(Ao(x1),R(x1,y)). 

Further, if Ao = {llxd, then B0(y) = maxxexmin(l, R(xhy)) = R(xhy). The consequent fuzzy subset Bo = {B0(y)ly} simply 

reveals the relation between A(x1) and B(y), yEY. A similar result is obtained in the case of multiple antecedents. Thus a 

common base set X1 = X2 = ... = Xn = { x1 } yields a relation R of dimension 1 x h where his the cardinality of Y. 

The approximate analogical reasoning (ARR) method is an alternative to the CRI and involves less computation [31]. The 

AAR method uses a similarity measure of fuzzy subsets, a threshold and a modification function. The basic idea is to 

modify the consequent of a given conditional proposition or rule ('If V is A then U is B') according to the closeness of the 

premise (observation, fact), A0, to the antecedent (pattern) of the proposition, A, ~ = SM(A0,A). SM is some similarity 

measure, defined as SM = (1 + DMr1
, where DM is a distance measure in the range [O,oo] [31]. If Ao and A are similar 

enough (relative to some threshold, ~0), the rule is 'fired' and the consequent Bo deduced as, for example, B0 = ~*B 
(modification function). 

A particular form of ARR has been given [32]. For example, consider the GMP 

PREMISE 
IMPLICATION 

CONCLUSION 

VisAo 
If V is A then U is B 

UisBo 

where A, A0 are fuzzy subsets of X and B, Bo are fuzzy subsets of Y. Let A= {A(xJ), A(x2), ... , A(xg)} and Ao = {Ao(x1), 
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Ao(xz), ... , Ao(xg)} be vectors of the membership grades of X = { x., x2, ... , xg} in A and A0, respectively. Then, let S(Ao,_A) 

be a measure of the similarity of fuzzy subsets A0 and A where S(.8,0,.8,) = (Ao. Afmax(,A0 . .8,0, ,A . .8,). Note that 0 s; S(Ao,_A) 

s: 1 and S(Ao,A) = 1 when Ao and A are identical. Further properties of S(.,.) are given elsewhere [32,33]. Let S(Ao,A) = ~. 

Then Bo(YJ = ~*B(y;), that is, Bo = {Bo(Yt)ly., Bo(Yz)ly2, ... , Bo(Yh)lyh} = ~*B = { ~*B(yt)ly., ~*B(y2)1y2 , ... , ~*B(yh)lyh} 

where his the cardinality of Y. Obviously, if A0 and A are identical fuzzy subsets (i.e. A0 =A), then S(Ao,_A) = ~ = 1, and 

B0 and B are identical. Note that a threshold level of similarity is not used here. 

7 Approximate analogical reasoning (AAR) method 

The AAR method also facilitates the use of fuzzy performances in MISO system project appraisal without concomitant 

computational effort. Consider the set of m conditional propositions each with n antecedents given in the MISO system 

above. Given 'V1 is A01 and V2 is A02 ... V. is Aon'· where Aoi is a fuzzy subset of Xi U=l, ... ,n) and B1 (i=1, ... ,m), a fuzzy 

subset of Y, let Aoi = {Aoj(x1), At>j(x2), ... , At>i(xg)} and ,A;i = {A;j(Xt). Aii(x2), ... , A;i(xg)}. Further, let ~ii = S(Aoi, Aii) 

(i=l, .. . ,m; j=1, ... ,n) be a measure of the similarity of fuzzy subsets A0i and A;j and let ~; = mini=t.n{~ij}. Then Bo; = 

{Bo;(y 1 )1Y~o Bu;(y2)1y2, ... , Bm(Yh)lyh} = { ~;*B;(y 1 )1y~o ~;*B;(Y2)1yz, ... , ~;*B;(yh)lyh}, where Bo; is a fuzzy subset of Y. The 

conclusion is B0 = u1=t,mB01 • Again, factors may be excluded from particular conditional propositions. 

Weights {0 s; wi s; n, L=1 •• wi = n) may be introduced on the matching function for each ~ii as ~iiwj and~;= mini=t.n{~1tj} . 

Since 0 s; ~ii s 1, ~;tj s: ~~i if wi > 1, and ~;tj is more influential in selecting the minimum. Otherwise, if wi < 1, ~~n ~ ~ii 

and ~1tj is less influential in selecting the minimum. When factor Gi is excluded from the ith multiple conditional 

proposition, the matching function is set as ~ii = 1. Therefore, ~~n = 1 has no influence in mini=t,n{~iiwj} . Weights, wi, 

reflect the importance associated with matching A0i and Au. 

8 Example of AAR method 

Let Y = {0.0, 0.1, ... , 1.0} and let satisfactory be defined as satisfactory(y) = y, yEY as above. Then very_satisfactory = 

{ satisfactory(y/ly} and fairly _unsatisfactory = { (1 - satisfactory(y))1121y}. Perfect is defined as fuzzy subset P = 

{ OlyE { 0.0, 0.1 , ... ,0.9} + { 111.0}. These fuzzy subsets are illustrated in Figure 1. 

Let fuzzy performance be defined on a base set X= {0.0, 0.1, ... , 1.0} and let primary linguistic values be as follows 

high = H = {H(x)lx} 

where H(x) = (x- 0.3)/0.7 X= 0.3, 0.5, ... ,1.0 

= 0, otherwise. 

low = L = {L(x)lx} 

where L(x) = (0.7 - x)/0.7 X= 0.0, 0.1, ... ,0.7 

= 0, otherwise. 
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Further, let very_higb =VU= {H(x)21x}, very_low = VL = {L(x)21x}, not_low = NL = {(1- L{x))lx}, fairly_low = FL = 

{L(x)1121x}, and fairly_bigh = FU = {H(x)1121x}. These fuzzy subsets are illustrated in Figure 2. 

Figure 2 Linguistic Values of 'Performance' 
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Performance 

Consider the set of factors/impacts G1 (travel-time savings), G2 (social dislocation), G3 (noise impact), G4 (flora/fauna 

impact), G5 (water quality impact) and G6 (capital cost) and let the conditional propositions or fragments of information be 

d1: IfV1 is very_high and V2 is low and V3 is low and V4 is low and Vs is low and V6 is fairly_low 

then U = very _satisfactory 

d2: IfV1 is very_high and V2 is very_low and V3 is very_low and V4 is very_low and V5 is very_low 

and V 6 is very _low then U is perfect 

d3: IfV1 is high and V2 is low and V3 is low and V4 is low and Vs is fairly_low and V6 is fairly_low 

then U is satisfactory 

d4: If V 1 is not_fairly _high and V 2 is not_low and V 6 is not_fairly _low 

then U = fairly _unsatisfactory 

Again, d; (i=1,2,3,4) denote the conditional propositions or fragments. V 1 - V6 denote linguistic variables associated with 

factors/impacts G1 - G6, respectively. The values assumed by these linguistic variables are represented by fuzzy subsets. 

Given a project emphasising engineering/economic factors (denoted Peng) defined as {VU, VU, VU, U, U, VL} for {V~o 

V2, V3, V4, Vs, V6 } (i.e. very high travel-time saved, very high social dislocation, etc.) (see Figure 3), then for fragment d~o 

S(VH,VH) = 1, S(VH,1) = 0.02, S(!!,1) = 0.071 and S(VL, FL) = 0.632, where VH denotes a vector of membership grades 

of VU, etc. 
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Figure 3 Performance of 'Engineering project' 
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Thus for fragment d~, ~1 = min{ I, 0.02, 0.02, 0.071 , 0.071, 0.632) = 0.02. Then B01 = g;*B;(O.O)IO.O, ~;*BlO. l ) IO . l , ... , 

~;*B ;( l.O)Il.O}, where B0 is a fuzzy subset of Y = {0.0, 0.1, ... , 1.0}. For ~ 1 *very_satisfactory = 0.02*very_satisfactory = 

(0.00010.0, 0.00010.1, 0.00110.2, 0.00210.3, 0.00310.4, 0.00510.5, 0.00710.6, 0.01010.7, 0.01310.8, 0.01710.9, 0.02011.0} . The 

matching coefficients are shown in Table 2 and B01 (i=l,2,3,4) together with B0 = u;=t.4 Bo; in Table 3. The point value of 

Bo is 0.312. 

G, G2 G3 G4 Gs G6 Mill 

d, 1.000 0.020 0.020 0.071 0.071 0.632 0.020 

a2 1.000 0.007 0.007 0.020 0.020 1.000 0.007 

~3 0.800 0.020 0.020 0.071 0.102 0.632 O.Q20 

«4 0.142 0.478 * * * 0.142 0.142 

Table 2 Matching Coefficients For Peng 

y o.o· 0:1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

Boi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 

Bo2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 

BoJ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 

Ba.t 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.00 

Bo 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.02 

Table 3 B01 (i=1,2,3,4) and Bo = u;=1,4 B01 For Peng 
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Given a more environmentally sensitive project (denoted Penv) defined as {FL, VL, VL, L, VL, FH} for {Vh V2, V3, V4, 

V5, V6 } (i.e. fairly low travel-time saved, very low social dislocation, etc.) (see Figure 4) then for fragment dt. S(f1,VH) = 

0.032, S(Yb,1) = 0.8, S(L,L) = 1 and S(fH,FL) = 0.195 . 

Figure 4 Performance of 'Environmental Project' 
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Thus for fragment dt. ~ 1 = min{0.032, 0.8, 0.8, 1, 0.8, 0.195) = 0.032 and then B01 = {~;*B;(O.O)IO.O, ~;*B;(0.1)10.1, ... , 

~;*B;(l.O)Il.O}. Then ~ 1 *very_satisfactory = 0.032*very_satisfactory is {0.0010.0, 0.0010.1, 0.00110.2, 0.00310.3, 

0.00510.4, 0.00810.5, 0.01110.6, 0.01510.7, 0.02010.8, 0.02610.9, 0.03211.0}. The matching coefficients are shown in Table 4 

and B01 (i=1,2,3,4) together with Bo = u;=1,4 Bm in Table 5. The point value of Bo is 0.514. Thus the Penv is preferable to 

G• G? ~ G, Gs G11 M in 

d, 0.032 0.800 0.800 1.000 0.800 0.195 0.03~ 

d2 0.032 1.000 1.000 0.800 1.000 0.032 0.0.32 

dJ 0.102 0.800 0.800 1.000 0.632 0.195 0.102 

d. 0.696 0.098 ... ... * 0.696 O.Q98 

Table 4 Matching Coefficients For Penv 
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r 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

801 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 

Dol 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 

Doa 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 

804 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.00 

Bo 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.08- 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 

Table 5 Bo; (i=1,2,3,4) and Bo = Ui=l,4 Bo; For p env 

When differential weights are introduced, the 'aggregate worth' of projects changes. For example, consider the weights 

Weng/econ = { Wl> W2, W3, W4, Ws, W6} = {2.0, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 2.0} emphasising non-environmental or engineering/economic 

factors (travel-time savings, capital cost) at the expense of environmental impacts and wenv = { wl> w2, w3, w4, w5, w6 } = 

{ 0.5, 1.25, 1.25, 1.25, 1.25, 0.5} emphasising environmental impacts at the expense of engineering/economic factors . In the 

former case, for Pens• F(B0) = 0.7662, and for Penv• F(B0) = 0.3069; that is Peng• the least environmentally sensitive project is 

'best'. In the latter case, for Peng• F(Bo) = 0.3073, and for Penvo F(Bo) = 0.7633; that is, Ph the most environmentally sensitive 

project is 'best'. Again, these weights are extreme but illustrate the possibilities. 

9 Conclusion 
Simple applications of fuzzy logic-based methods of project appraisal where projects are characterised in terms of multiple 

factors/impacts have been given. These methods facilitate the incorporation of fragments of imprecise information 

(implications) involving some or all of the factors as antecedents and a level of satisfaction as a consequent. 

The approximate analogical reasoning method involves less computational effort than the CRI involving multiple 

antecedents defined on different base sets. In the AAR method linguistic values of the linguistic variable 'performance' are 

expressed in terms of fuzzy subsets. Weights may be introduced to reflect the differential importance associated with 

matching antecedents and premises. 

The method provides a flexible framework in which to include soft impacts or factors associated with the appraisal of 

physical development projects. However, it is clear that much further exploration of fuzzy logic-based methods of project 

appraisal is warranted. For example, the definition of fuzzy subsets used to represent linguistic values of 'performance' and 

'satisfaction', the most appropriate similarity measure or matching function, the form of connectives across antecedents and 

in aggregating rules, and the need to combine both soft and hard (quantitative) factors/impacts, demand further study and 

practical application. 
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